
Schütte Ruční sprcha SAMOA RAIN ( 60956 )
Sprchová hlavice s technologií sametového proudu, sprcha se 3 typy proudu

EAN: 4008431609560

23,64 €
19,70 € bez DPH

Under the auspices of the SEE holding, Franz Joseph Schütte Gmbh produces high-quality batteries,
showers,  and  sanitary  supplies  together  with  its  sister  companies  Kirchhof,  Eisl,  Eyckhaus,  and
Wasserwerk. Quality products at a reasonable price.

Wellness elegant hand shower Samoa Rain with a very slim shower head (Ø approx. 13 cm) and a
floral arrangement of nozzles is an absolute top-notch among showers.

The innovative technology of a velvet beam, 300 nozzles in the shower create a microscopic pattern of
a fine stream and form a very fine water mist that wraps around the body like velvet.

The Samoa Rain hand shower with three jet options for pure showering pleasure - rain shower, sauna,
combined  jet  function.  With  the  button  on  the  shower  head,  you  can  easily  switch  between  different
types of jets (from warm summer rain to tropical mist).

The components of the handheld shower include a seal for up to 50% lower water consumption. The
shower  head has  protrusions  against  limescale  for  easy  removal  of  limescale  residue.  A  universal
handheld shower with standard shower hose connection 1/2" (Ø approx. 1.9 cm).

Key features of Schütte Hand Shower SAMOA RAIN (60956)



hand shower with a very flat shower head (Ø approx. 13 cm)
so-called floral arrangement of nozzles
300 attempts
offers 3 nozzle variants
sustainability and saving water up to 50%
nozzle with projections against limescale
standard connection of shower hose 1/2" (Ø approximately 1.9 cm)
dimensions (w x h x d) approx. 130 x 264 x 31 mm

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
General information
Function: hand shower
Surface treatment: chrome-plated plastic, black front panel
Warranty: 2
Shower set including the faucet: No
Technical specifications
Shower head diameter (cm): 13
Shower control: Without a battery
Package dimensions (cm)
Weight (kg): 0.30
Width of the packaging (cm): 14
Height of packaging (cm): 6
Depth of packaging (cm): 28
Weight including packaging (kg): 0.37



  

  

  

  


